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1 Add or edit common actions for multiple segments
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While holding CTRL (cmd for macOS) select multiple segments to add or edit common actions. To select all segments, click CTRL+A for Windows or
cmd+A for macOS.
When selecting multiple segments these functions will be available:
- add new action;
- delete action;
Note: Actions can be added/edited for segments if actions are in the same order and have same value.
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2 Area scan
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Area scan is similar to Photogrammetry tool, except for Area scan there is no need to set Ground resolution (GSD) and camera settings. This is a
simpler way to plan flights over area. Parameters to specify: height, side distance and perimeter.
Additionally to all common options, these features are available for Area scan tool:
Move / Rotate segment select + hold the blue circle in center to drag-and-drop Area scan segment to other location. Select + hold the circle?s rim to
rotate whole segment.
Flight height altitude of flight along the area.
Altitude type AMSL or AGL to set Flight height.
Side distance size in meters between lengthwise route lanes.
Direction angle used to change the direction of the main scanning progress. By default, the algorithm calculates a route scan in a bounded polygon so
that the main course of the scan is performed in the direction of "South-North".
Overshoot (m) adds extra segment to both ends of each survey line to enable extra space for turns.
Overshoot speed (m/s) option to decrease/increase vehicle speed for overshoot segment while passing turns.
Allow partial calculation option to allow route calculation in this cases:
a. The part of route exceeds maximum AMSL of route
b. Relief height is unavailable at some point(s) of route
c. The part of route exceeds the maximum fence radius
d. The part of route in No-fly zone (NFZ)
Calculation error may appear if trajectory fixed height is lower than safe height over terrain at some route point.
AGL Tolerance (m) ? allows to fly straight trajectories over slightly waved landscape, by specifying how precisely the UAV should follow required
altitude above ground. To maintain specified height additional waypoints will be added if difference of height is larger than AGL tolerance. The smaller
AGL tolerance value, the more amount of waypoints will be generated. If AGL tolerance is set 0 (zero) UAV?s altitude will be constant throughout route,
but many additional waypoints will be added.
No action at last point removes action for last waypoint.
Double grid if enabled, adds a second grid to the survey are in a 90 degree angle according to first grid.
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3 Corridor mapping
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Tool is intended to support liner object inspection, like power lines, roads and rivers. On such missions, drone can be equipped with photo or
video-camera. It covers specified corridor with sensor footprint with certain overlap (both forward and side). Altitude is calculated automatically
depending on specified GSD. Corridor is defined by specifying the following parameters:
Parameter

Definition
Turn type. Can be one of the following values:
STOP_AND_TURN;
STRAIGHT;
Turn type
SPLINE;
BANK_TURN.
When changing the vehicle, selected parameter remains
unchanged if supported by the new vehicle.
Corridor width in meters. Means adding Width/2 margin to the
left and right from the center line.
Width
Integer, entered in inspector. By default, 30 or previously
entered value.
Speed along the path. Default is value from vehicle profile or
Speed
previously entered value
Drop down list with cameras attached to the vehicle profile.
Camera
Default is 1st camera in the profile or previously selected value.
Ground sample distance. Default is 2cm or previously entered
GSD
value.
Percentage of side overlap. Default is 30% or previously
Forward overlap
entered value.
Percentage of side overlap. Default is 30% or previously
Side overlap
entered value.
Camera top facing forward Camera top facing forward
Allowable height difference, when it?s impossible to put
additional waypoints. An additional point is placed if it goes
AGL Tolerance
beyond this boundary.
If not set should be treated as 0 (zero)
Avoid obstacles
Avoid obstacles
Altitude type
AMSL/AGL. Default is AGL, or previously entered value.
Action execution. Shows when actions are to be performed:
ONLY_AT_START - only at the starting point;
Action execution
ACTIONS_EVERY_POINT - at each point;
ACTIONS_ON_FORWARD_PASSES - at each point of passes.
But when turning, the camera should turn off.
No actions at last point
Do not perform actions at the last point
Polyline. Defined manually on map or can be imported from
Corridor center line
KML or CSV. Waypoints have no altitude and tied to the
elevation level.

Mandatory

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tool supports the same list of actions as photogrammetry tool. Default action is camera attitude, camera facing down and automatically triggered by
distance. Automatic action parameters are being calculated the same way as for photogrammetry tool.
Route calculator may generate several passes if it is required to fulfill coverage and overlap constraints. The following rules should be applied:
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- passes are always parallel to the corridor center line
- if corridor can be covered by a single pass then one pass coinciding center line is enough
- if one pass is not enough, calculator will try to cover corridor with minimal possible number of passes balancing number of passes on the left and right
sides from the center line
- It always keeps drone trajectory inside the corridor
Obstacle avoidance behavior is the same as in photogrammetry tool.
Altitude calculation from GSD is the same as for photogrammetry tool.
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Search pattern tool enables to create a specific flight route over an area for search and rescue operations. Once the search&rescue area is marked
and camera?s profile and flight height (AGL) defined, a meander-like flight trajectory covering the whole search-area is automatically created without
gaps of camera's footprint.
Search spacing is calculated according to the horizontal FOV of the selected camera?s profile and set flight height (see Camera?s parameters)..
All transversal flight segments are parallel, all side segments are located on a convex perimeter of the area's shape (concave shape perimeter is not
supported).

Sample of the Creeping Line Search Pattern
Flight speed flight speed of the drone for a segment.
Turn type the way vehicle passes segments. Turn type is selected from the list of available turn types for particular vehicle profile.
Camera ? a payload assigned to a vehicle profile. If multiple cameras are assigned to vehicle, it is possible to select which camera will be used to scan
the area.
Camera?s parameters search spacing is derived based on the parameters of the selected camera profile:
d sensor width
f focal length
fov = 2 * arctan(d / (2 * f))
and thus:
tan(fov / 2) = d / (2 * f) (eq. 1)
spacing = (2 * height) * tan(fov / 2)
using:
spacing= (2 * height) * (d / (2 * f))
So the final equation for spacing is:
spacing= (height * d) / f
where:
height AGL altitude (parameter),
d sensor width (camera profile),
f sensor focal length (camera profile).
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The footprint of camera
Flight height altitude of flight along the area.
AGL Tolerance (m) ? allows to fly straight trajectories over slightly waved landscape, by specifying how precisely the UAV should follow required
altitude above ground. To maintain specified height additional waypoints will be added if difference of height is larger than AGL tolerance. The smaller
the AGL tolerance value, the more amount of waypoints will be generated. If AGL tolerance is set to 0 (zero) UAV?s altitude will be constant throughout
the route, but a lot of additional waypoints will be added.
Direction angle- to change the direction of the main scanning progress. By default, the algorithm calculates a route in a bounded polygon so that the
main course of the scan is performed in the direction of "South-North".
Side overlap (%) ? the ratio of the overlap into neighboring frames (located in neighboring rows, see Figure 5. Sample photogrammetry route). Value is
set in the range from 1% to 90%.
Avoid obstacles ? a flag to be set if buildings have to be taken into account when planning the path. Do not uncheck without specific need to do so.
Parameters for execution of actions:
• Every point actions will be added for all waypoints;
• At start the algorithm will add action only for the first waypoint;
• No action at last point will remove action of the last waypoint.
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Expanding square tool creates an area for search based on the search radius, selected camera's profile and flight height (AGL). A rectangle spiral-like
flight trajectory that covers the specified area around the location will be calculated, having no gaps of the camera?s footprint.
Search spacing derives from the selected camera's horizontal FOV and the flight height. (see parameters of the camera).
Note: Distance from location to the outer segment may exceed search radius to ensure that the search area is completely covered.

Mission editor
Altitude AGL - altitude above ground.
Flight speed - flight speed of the drone for a segment.
Turn type ? the way how vehicle will pass segments. Turn type can be selected from the list of available turn types for particular vehicle profile.
Camera a payload assigned to a vehicle profile. If multiple cameras assigned to vehicle it is enabled to select which camera will be used.
AGL Tolerance (m) - allows to fly straight trajectories over slightly waved landscape, by specifying how precisely the UAV should follow required
altitude above the ground. To maintain a specified height additional waypoints will be added if difference of height is larger than AGL tolerance. The
smaller AGL tolerance value, the more amount of waypoints will be generated. If AGL tolerance is set to 0 (zero) UAV?s altitude will be constant
throughout the route, but a lot of additional waypoints will be added.
Search radius the radius that should be covered. Distance from a search center to the outer segment that should be covered by the payload's footprint.
Direction angle to change the direction of the main scanning progress. By default, the algorithm calculates a route in a bounded polygon so that the
main course of the scan is performed in the direction of "South-North".
Side overlap (%) the ratio of the overlap into neighboring frames (placed in neighboring rows). Value is set in the range from 1% to 90%.
Avoid obstacles ? a flag to be set if buildings have to be taken into account when planning the path. Do not uncheck without specific need to do so.
Parameters for execution of actions:
• Every point actions will be added for all waypoints;
• At start the algorithm will add action only for the first waypoint;
• No action at last point will remove action of the last waypoint.
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Allows to change direction of the flight to the opposite course i.e. invert.
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Allows to unite two separate routs into one route.
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Route points placed at the same height relative to the ground. This height is calculated based on camera settings and set GSD value. Calculated
parameters (number of passes, number of camera shots, etc.) are displayed in route log window (see Figure 4, 13). Photogrammetry tool is available for
UgCS ONE, UgCS PRO and UgCS ENTERPRISE licence.
Note: Photogrammetry tool requires selected camera as a payload. The camera must have properly specified (positive) values of focal distance,

Additionally to all common options, these features are available for Photogrammetry tool:
Move / Rotate segment - select+hold the blue circle in center to drag-and-drop Area scan segment to other location. Select+hold circle?s rim to rotate
whole segment.
Camera - payload assigned to a profile. In case of multiple cameras assigned to profile it is possible to select which camera to use.
Ground resolution (GSD, cm) ? approximate ground resolution for resulting images (in centimeters per pixel).
Forward overlap (%) ? ratio of the overlap in neighboring frames (consecutive by motion vector, see the scheme below). Value is set in the range from
1% to 90%.
Side overlap (%) ? ratio of the overlap in neighboring frames (placed in neighboring rows, see the scheme below). Value is set in the range from 1% to
90%.
Camera top facing forward ? concerns the camera orientation to the motion vector. The flag assumes the camera is oriented so that the frames
overlap over the upper frame boundary motion vector. If the flag removed, the frames overlap along the lateral frame boundary.
Direction angle - used to change the direction of the main scanning progress. By default, the algorithm calculates a route scan in a bounded polygon so
that the main course of the scan performs in the direction of "South-North".
Additional waypoints ? if the flag cleared, the algorithm generates only the turning points. If the flag is set, additional waypoints for camera shooting
will be generated depending on overlap and camera settings.
Overshoot (m) ? adds extra segment to both ends of each survey line to enable extra space for turns.
'Overshoot speed (m/s) - option to decrease/increase vehicle speed for overshoot segment while passing turns.
Altitude type AMSL or AGL to set Flight height.
Altitude AMSL - calculated from lowest point using GSD. However, the number of shots required to meet forward overlap and side overlap constraints
are being calculated using altitude difference between calculated flight altitude AMSL and highest point of the area.
Allow partial calculation option to allow route calculation in these cases:
a. The part of route exceeds maximum AMSL of route
b. Relief height is unavailable at some point(s) of route
c. The part of route exceeds the maximum fence radius
d. The part of route in No-fly zone (NFZ)
No action at last point ? remove action for last waypoint.

Note: For those pilots who use autopilot that supports camera triggering by distance or time, there is automated algorithm that calculates and

Sample photogrammetry route
where 'fo' - forward overlap, 'so' ? side overlap
Calculation:
1. Calculate the altitude required for camera recording:
a. heightAgl = ( f * GSD * sensorWidthPx ) / sensorWidth;
b. heightAgl = ( f * GSD * sensorHeightPx ) / sensorHeight;
c. Selected minimum value calculated of heightAgl.
2. Calculate the frame size:
a. frameWidth = ( sensorWidth * heightAgl ) / f;
b. frameHeight = ( sensorHeight * heightAgl ) / f.
where 'f' is True focal distance
The scanning area is partitioned into frames of calculated sizes with given overlaps. The direction of passage is selected using Direction angle. The
route is is formed as 'snake'..
AGL Tolerance (m) ? enables to fly straight trajectories over slightly waved landscape, by specifying how precisely the UAV should follow required
altitude above ground. To maintain specified height additional waypoints will be added if difference of height is larger than AGL tolerance. The smaller
AGL tolerance value, the more amount of waypoints will be generated. If AGL tolerance is set 0 (zero) UAV?s altitude will be constant throughout route,
but many additional waypoints will be added.
No action at last point removes action for last waypoint.
Double grid - if enabled, adds a second grid to the survey are in a 90-degree angle according to first grid.
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During the flight the processed flight path of the route is marked with darker color

Processed flight path marked with darker color
If there is a need to interrupt the flight for battery change or any other reason, proceeded route is being memorized. To resume the flight, choose
?Upload? for the interrupted route. For partially completed route, a dialogue (see Figure 20 ? Upload dialog for partially completed route) with four
options will be displayed:
? Continue route. This option allows to continue the route exactly where it was dropped.
? Start route from the beginning. The mission will start from first waypoint.
? Start route from waypoint #. This option will send the drone to the specified route waypoint, from which it will proceed with the mission.
? Take-off to route?s first waypoint#. In case the mission area are further than 30 meters from the initial drone location, an additional waypoint is
required to overcome 30-meter safety distance. This checkbox will send the drone through this first waypoint onto the mission.
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Upload dialog for partially completed route
]]
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Route parameters
Third step is to review and set missing parameters of the route. In order to ensure a safe execution of the mission, it is crucial to understand and review
all parameters before route is confirmed.

Route parameters
Take-off point altitude above ground m is drone real altitude relative to the ground. If drone is placed on an object above the ground level or in the pit
below the ground level not represented in elevation data. Take-off point altitude is vital parameter for route calculation. It must be used when a vehicle
takes off from a surface that is higher or lower than the ground (for example, a podium or a building roof). Another case when "Takeoff altitude" must be
used is when the elevation data is incorrect. For example, if inspecting the career (or mound) that doesn't exist in the elevation model. If the career (or
mound) doesn't exist in the elevation data, the below message will appear:
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This message only appears when the drone is in RTK_FIX mode.

Note: it is highly recommended to always check altitude values. Altitude drift problems cannot be solved by software only and require operator

Home location - is a point where the vehicle should return in the case of a failsafe condition. Triggered automatically or by the operator giving the
command to return home. Failsafe execution conditions usually include emergencies such as loss of RC or low battery charge level.
Option ?Do not modify? defines that autopilot actions for this settings remain default and not modified. Option is located in the drop-down list for each
Failsafe action.
The home position is usually the point of initialization.
To view additional data about the home location, move the mouse cursor on it. The available information consists of corresponding vehicle, current
distance to the vehicle, coordinates and altitude of the home location and ground elevation at that point.
For ease of use, it is possible to view home location of the vehicle by clicking on ?Focus on home location? command in the corresponding vehicle
context.

Note: Every autopilot and thus vehicle might handle Home Location functionality differently. For safe use, please read the corresponding secti

Vehicle context menu
Maximum altitude is the altitude used by the vehicle to return to the home position in emergency cases or when the operator recalls it during the
mission. This altitude is default when setting new waypoint by double-clicking on the map.
Emergency return altitude is the altitude used by the vehicle to return to the home position in emergency cases or when the operator recalls it during
the mission. This altitude is default when setting new waypoint by double-clicking on the map.
Altitude origin specifies whether altitudes are calculated from the mean sea level or from the level of terrain. Usually it is more convenient to specify
altitudes relative to the ground level. Please note that once the choice is made, all the altitudes specified in the created route are interpreted in the
chosen type. There is the option to change the altitude origin afterwards via the route options window.
Trajectory type is the parameter for defining the pattern of the route between two waypoints. Choosing the Straight option results in a direct line
segment between the points whilst the Safe option generally produces two segments, one vertical and one horizontal, as schematically shown below.
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The behavior of vehicles in different types of trajectories, and applicability of failsafe conditions, depend on the autopilot?s capabilities. For more
information, check the manual and specifications of the device.

Safe trajectories
Action on GPS loss, action on RC loss, action on battery discharge and datalink loss are the pre-defined emergency actions. In all cases the
option to wait or to land the vehicle can be chosen. Options to return to home position and to continue flight along the route are also available, provided
GPS is operational.
Usually it is only required to specify the home position and safe altitude; other parameters have reasonable default values based on known vehicle
properties. Still, it should be ensured that defaults are correct. The software will perform checks and will cancel route creation if incorrectly defined or
conflicting values of parameters are present. Notifications about errors in values will display at the bottom of the window, and the particular parameter is
highlighted.
Mission Calculation
After the route is formed with all segments in place and their parameters are double-checked, the mission is ready for processing.
The calculation process is executes automatically. The mission saves automatically when the route calculates. Calculation might take some time.
During the calculation process, the route is checked for feasibility according to predefined rules. First, it checks whether figures and parameters are
specified correctly. All polygons must be connected and all parameters must be correctly specified before proceeding. Correct parameters must also be
specified for actions attached to the route segments.
Calculated route build around NFZ and (refer par. ?No Fly Zones?) and buildings.
To ease error correction for a route, a message will displayed pointing to incorrect values before route calculation proceeds. The first route segment with
an invalid parameter is automatically selected. After the problem is fixed, UgCS automatically start route re-calculation. If there are no more errors, the
calculation process will be launched.
The route card displays the status of the calculation (in the upper right corner).
? green check mark - the route is calculated, no errors are detected;
? yellow circle with a rotating - there is a route calculation;
? red triangle with an exclamation point - in the itinerary there is an error, change the parameters of points in the route.
To access log file saved on disk, see Troubleshooting section for default log paths.
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Route planning tools are organized as a toolbar (see Mission editor) Usage algorithm for each tool:
1. Select tool on the toolbar;
2. Draw figure on a map. The figure may contain one or several base points;
3. Change parameters in tool inspector;
4. Optionally add actions in tool inspector.
Rule of thumb is that speed changes and actions take effect starting from the first calculated point of a figure in which changes are defined.

Note: On mouse hover over a selected waypoint, distance to the neighboring segments will display as hints on the corresponding paths. During t

Some parameters are common for almost all tools:
Flight speed ? flight speed of the drone for this segment. The speed along the straight 3D line from current WP to next WP, it should not exceed the
maximum speed specified in the vehicle profile settings. Must be a positive number.
Avoid obstacles - flag to be set if buildings have to be taken into account when planning the path. Do not uncheck, without specific need to do so.
Avoid terrain? flag to be set if the path has to maintain a minimum height over terrain relief (the corresponding value is one of vehicle parameters). Do
not uncheck this flag, unless necessary.
Turn type? defines how vehicle passes segments. There are different ways of passing a waypoint for each autopilot. For Ardupilot these are Straight
and Spline. For DJI autopilots, these are Stop and Turn (default), Bank and Adaptive bank. Please refer to vehicle?s manual for information about the
supported turn types and functionality. Default turn types does not have an icon on the corresponding waypoints at route planning window, other turn
types do.
Action execution parameters (not available for Takeoff, Waypoint, Landing):
• Every point ? actions will be generated on all waypoints;
• At start ? the algorithm will generate actions only on the first waypoint;
• Forward passes ? actions generated at all points during passage, payload disabled at turns (available only for Photogrammetry and Area scan
tools).

11.1 Terrain follow
See Terrain follow

11.1.1 Add first waypoint
Click the add first waypoint icon to add a new single waypoint before the current route.

11.1.2 Take-off
Take-off tool is used to mark the target position after take-off. Vehicle is expected to launch from the ground level at the Takeoff position.
Availability of this tool depends on vehicle type.

11.1.3 Waypoint
Waypoint tool is the default tool. To create a new waypoint, press and hold ?Shift? key while simultaneously dragging up from the ground to the desired
height or just double-click on the map. Therefore, not only the location but also the required altitude of the waypoint is set in one motion. The waypoint?s
position can be adjusted more precisely later. To change latitude and longitude, the pin can be dragged by its base. Dragging the pin by its head
changes the altitude of the waypoint. Alternatively, coordinates can be corrected in numerical form using the properties window of the waypoint. Multiple
waypoints can be drawn in sequence. Each waypoint drawn, creates a new route segment connecting particular waypoints.

11.1.4 Photogrammetry
See Photogrammetry

11.1.5 Area scan
See Area scan

11.1.6 Creeping Line Search Pattern
See Creeping Line

11.1.7 Expanding Square Search Pattern
See Expanding Square

11.1.8 Vertical Scan
Vertical Scan

11.1.9 Circle
Circle tool makes the route to go around the specified point at a required distance the vehicle facing to the center (if autopilot supports it). If it is not
required for the vehicle to face center, set Yaw angle to 0° and the vehicle will fly facing the flight direction. Creating a circle is similar to creating a
waypoint. To change the radius of the circle, drag the circular part of the pin. The radius can be specified in the properties of the circle in numerical
format. Like with waypoints, circles can be added to the route in sequence.
All common options available for this tool plus:
Number of laps number of full turns the drone has to make around the circle.
Fly clockwise flag indicates whether the drone will fly clockwise (checked) or counter clockwise (unchecked).
Number of approximating points number of basic waypoints generated. If left blank, this parameter will be automatically determined from the radius of
the circle.
Follow terrain if enabled all generated waypoints have the same altitude from ground (AGL altitudes are equal). If disabled, all the points will have
equal AMSL altitudes
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11.1.10 Perimeter
Also all common options available for this tool plus:
Flight height altitude of flight along the perimeter. This altitude is not affected by the altitude type chosen for the route.
Number of laps number of times the drone flies along the perimeter.

11.1.11 Landing
Landing tool marks the landing position and parameters. Availability of this tool relates to vehicle type.
Landing waypoints are associated with descent rate parameter that is found in vehicle profile.

Note: The landing algorithm for planes in UgCS has two basic points ? the waypoint at which the landing sequence starts and the landing point.

The glide slope parameter is set in the vehicle profile settings. It might be, for instance, 10%. This means that for each 100 m the plane travels to the
landing point it decreases its altitude by 10 m.
The landing ground speed parameter is the speed set in vehicle profile. This speed should be set to a low value in case, if automatic flaps enabled for
the plane, they are deployed.

11.1.12 Corridor mapping
See Corridor mapping

11.1.13 Measurement tools
Several tools are available to ease mission planning Mission editor:
Distance measurement tool allows to draw a line and displays its length.
Area measurement tool allows to draw a polygon, and shows the size of the area.
Visibility range tool allows to place a point and find the distances to all obstacles around that point. The tracing is performed on a horizontal plane.
To deselect the current tool click the tool icon.
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To save the map with elevation information around the camera's view point for offline usage, click Map Options icon (or click the mouse right-button) and
click on Offline map - the map caching progress will be initiated.

Map options menu
Cache file with 1 km radius will be saved for current map provider. Wait until the animated progress bar at the bottom of UgCS window will disappear.
Do not forget to press Offline map button after any camera view point changing for getting proper data.
Parameter 'cacheRadius' in map.xml configuration file allows to control radius of map caching area.
It is possible to save several view points on the map - select 'Save view point' to save current location on the map with set camera tilt.
To return to the saved map location and route view, select saved view point.
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To split initial route into two or more parts.
There are several options to split a route:
• Manualy - split a route at specific segment(s). In order to split into more than two parts, enter multiple segment numbers separated by a
comma. The defined segment number will be the last segment of the first route part.
• Split by distance - split routes at a specific distance which is defined in Distance field.
• Tolerance - if existing waypoint is within the tolerance range of the split position, existing waypoint will be used. Otherwise, a new waypoint
will be created.
• Limit - define allowed number of parts into which the route should be split.
Overshoot defines section added before each split part except the first one.
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Supported for: Ardupilot only.
1. If a vehicle is equipped with altimeter then in the AGL field of Telemetry Card the Client will display values from the altimeter, otherwise values,
calculated by Server. Client determines from telemetry field altitude_agl, received from S_FLIGHT_CONTROLLER subsystem, if the drone has an
altimeter or not.
2. Each route segment contains Altitude mode attribute. Select one of following values:
? AMSL - available for all platforms;
? AGL - available for all platforms;
? Range Finder - available for Ardupilot platform only.
Last selected value is used when new segment is created. If last used value is not supported by the current platform or there is no last used value then
AGL is used.
3. Safe distance over terrain parameter is ignored during route calculation for segments with Range Finder altitude mode.
4. The drone follows terrain with altimeter between the segment with Range Finder altitude mode to the next segment. If the segment itself contains
flight path (like area scan) the drone will also fly this path using an altimeter to keep height over terrain.

5. To keep safe entrance in low height segments (height < safe height over terrain), ucs requires it to be preceded by a segment with Range Finder
altitude mode and on the safe altitude (height >= safe height over terrain). This restriction is required by the following example. The route consists of two
segments:
- Waipoint: height = 10m, altitude mode = AGL.
- Areascan: height = 1m, altitude mode = rangefinder. The vehicle moves from the waypoint to the first the point of area scan without altimeter. It will
start using altimeter only when it reaches the first point of area scan. If GPS or elevation data is not accurate enough then the vehicle will crash.
6. Calculated flight path for Range Finder segments drawing features:
6.1. It has a specific color to highlight such segments.
6.2. Server resolves flight path with as few points as possible, Client inserts intermediate invisible points into the displayed flight path to make it close to
terrain landscape.
7. If the uploaded route contains at least one Range Finder segment, VSM checks if the vehicle supports Terrain Follow Mode or not.
7.a. If the vehicle doesn?t support Terrain Follow Mode, VSM shows an error.
7.b. Otherwise VSM sets up autopilot properly. Switch the vehicle in auto mode and the vehicle flies along the route. While flying Range Finder section
the vehicle keeps the same height from terrain, regardless of obstacles.
8. When a mission is paused on location WPP and then continued, the vehicle gets to WPP on the safe altitude (safe height over terrain in vehicle
profile), then it gets WPP?s altitude and continues route just as if it had flown the entire route.
Note: See rangefinder?s manual to set the correct maximum rangefinder altitude in ?Vehicle profile section?
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The vertical scan creates a flight route to scan vertical objects. The calculation of the route is similar to Photogrammetry's tool only for vertical objects. It
is implied, that the scanning zone is always rectangular, limited by vertical lines passing through A and B and horizontal lines on the minimum and
maximum height.

Parameter
Latitude
Longitude

Control
Latitude input with ability to point
on map
Latitude input with ability to point
on map

Description
Waypoint coordinates
Waypoint coordinates
Specifies minimum height above ground relief

Minimum
height (AGL)

Input field allowing to specify
minimum height

AGL only irrespective to route settings
Parameter is mandatory
Must be in a range of allowed altitude for the vehicle profile: between «Safe height over terrain» and
«Max altitude, AGL» Must not be greater than «Maximum height (AGL)»
Specifies maximum height above ground relief

Maximum
height (AGL)

Input field allowing to specify
maximum height

AGL only irrespective to route settings.
Parameter is mandatory
Must be in a range of allowed altitude for the vehicle profile: between «Safe height over terrain» and
«Max altitude, AGL» Must not be less than «Minimum height (AGL)»

Distance to
facade

Forward
overlap (%)

Input field allowing to specify the Specifies drone distance to the facade
distance to facade
Drop down list containing cameras Parameter is mandatory
attached to the vehicle profile
Specifies overlap percentage between subsequent shots on a single forward pass
Input field allowing to specify
overlap in percentage
Default 60% Parameter is mandatory Must not exceed 90%

Side overlap
(%)

Input field allowing to specify
overlap in percentage

Camera

Dropdown with two values:

Specifies overlap percentage between shots on parallel forward passes
Default 60% Parameter is mandatory Must not exceed 90%
Specifies scan pattern type

Pattern
? Horizontal ? Vertical
field allowing to specify
Vertical speed Input
vertical speed

Default is vertical Parameter is mandatory
Specifies required vertical speed
Default maximum vertical speed from profile Parameter is mandatory Must not exceed maximum
allowed vertical speed from profile
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Specifies required horizontal speed
Horizontal
speed

Input field allowing to specify
horizontal speed

Follow terrain Checkbox
AGL
Tolerance

Input field allowing to specify how
precisely the UAV should follow
required altitude above ground

Default maximum horizontal speed from profile divided by 2 Parameter is mandatory Must not
exceed maximum allowed horizontal speed from profile
Allows the UAV to automatically adjust altitude during flights based on current elevation
To maintain specified height additional waypoints will be added if the difference of height is larger
than AGL tolerance. The smaller the AGL tolerance value, the more amount of waypoints will be
generated. If AGL tolerance is set 0 (zero) UAV?s altitude will be constant throughout the route, but
many additional waypoints will be added.

Vertical scan scanning zone is always a vertical rectangle with vertical (default) or horizontal flight pattern.
? During the flight, the vehicle will always face facade;
? Turn type is Stop & turn
? «Camera by time» automatic triggering is calculated based on the distance to the façade, camera FOV, vehicle speed (depending on the selected
pattern vertical or horizontal)
After route is calculated successfully, message will show:
1. Vertical scan area, resulting GSD, step between forwarding passes
2. Calculated number of camera shots and the interval between shots
Scanning will start from the corner of the rectangle, that is closest to the first waypoint or if no waypoint is set before Vertical scan - from left bottom
corner.
Vertical scan supported actions:
? Camera control
? Camera trigger
? Camera by time
? Wait.
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